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Abstract The demand for solid organs is increasing

worldwide, regenerative medicine aims to develop

organs that can replace their human counterparts. In

this regard, this study describes a novel biomimetic-

based methodology for the incorporation of microd-

ucts in 3D bacterial nanocellulose (BNC-3D) bioma-

terials. Although BNC is a biomaterial that has been

used as a scaffold for cell culture purposes, it does not

have the microduct structure that solid organs required

to maintain cell viability. This study aims to

biomimicry the microduct structure (blood vessels)

in BNC using a corroded porcine kidney in epoxy resin

during BNC synthesis. The resin mold was incorpo-

rated into the biological process of producing BNC-

3D. After the BNC fermentation, the resin was

removed using a novel method (acid hydrolysis) to

expose the blood vessels constructs. BNC-3D and

BNC-3D with microducts (BNC-3DM) were analyzed

using electronic microscopy, infrared analysis, ther-

mogravimetric and biological analysis. Results show

that biomaterials biomimicry the blood vessels of the

reference organ, moreover, the BNC chemical and

morphological properties of BNC was not affected in

the biomimetic process. Regarding cell behavior, cell

viability was not affected by the incorporation of the

microducts, and it was proven that viable cells adhere

to the microducts surface, reproducing their shape and

migrate into the biomaterial up to 245 lm for 8 days

of culture. To conclude, the data demonstrate the

potential of biomimetic in BNC for regenerative

medicine, in which the microducts transport fluids

(blood, nutrients, and waste products) from and to

engineered solid organs via animal counterparts.
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Graphic abstract The graphical abstract represents

the structural modification of bacterial nanocellulose

(BNC) with the inclusion of microducts and microp-

orosities. Furthermore, it represents the usefulness of

the microducts in future applications, where, they can

be used for nutrients inlet to feed the cells and to

remove the wastes from the developed tissue, same as

do the blood vessels.

Keywords Bacterial nanocellulose � Biomimetics �
Microducts � Regenerative medicine � Three-
dimensional biomaterials

Introduction

The demand for solid organs is rapidly increasing

worldwide. In the United States, it has been reported

that only 7% of patients on the waiting list have

received a transplant in 2018 (UNOS 2018). For

instance, there are currently nearly 100,000 people on

the waiting list for kidney transplantation, with nearly

9000 patients being removed from the list due to

deteriorating medical condition or death each year,

which reflects the current state of ongoing organ

shortage. Despite improved outcomes in renal trans-

plantation, approximately 40% of patients are

expected to lose their graft function or die within

10 years (Huling et al. 2019). Furthermore, the

transplantation of donated organs is technically chal-

lenging because the process depends not only on the

availability of the organ but also on factors such as the

cost of medical care, infrastructure and equipment

availability, and sociocultural and legal factors (Shi-

mazono 2007).

As a result of these difficulties, regenerative

medicine aims to find alternatives to meet the high

demand for human organs by designing replacements

for human counterparts (Murphy and Atala 2014;

Bodin et al. 2010). Nevertheless, the human body

encompasses complex structures such as different

types of cells, proteins, extracellular matrices (ECM),

and ducts; these ducts ensure the proper functioning of

the other complex structures and transport fluids from,

around, and to organ (Góra et al. 2016). In some

simple organs, fluids are transported through passive

diffusion; however, in solid organs, such as the kidney,

liver, or heart, transport through ducts (such as blood

vessels, nephrons, and the urinary tract) surrounded by

contractile muscles (Góra et al. 2016) becomes

necessary.

At the scientific level, the development of scaffold

biomaterials that serve as structural framework for the

development of organs and tissues (Zhu et al. 2014;

Petrochenko et al. 2015; Recouvreux et al. 2011) has

been pursued; however, there are few reports that

focus on the development of microducts in solid

biomaterials. Most of the approaches are focused on

the biomimicry of blood vessels, for instance, Gersh-

lak et al. (2017) designed a method for decellularizing

spinach leaves to mimic the circulatory system of the

heart (Gershlak et al. 2017). Recently, Aydogdu et al.

(2019) developed a novel biomimetic small diameter

vascular graft using electrospinning of polycaprolac-

tone, ethyl cellulose and collagen type I (Aydogdu

Three-dimensional structure (3D)
Porisity c.a. 1 µm

Bidimensional structure (2D)
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et al. 2019). Likewise, Lei et al. (2019) developed a

versatile strategy to fabricate perfusable hierarchical

microducts-networks via the combination of one-pot

3D printed sacrificial caramel templates and polymer

coating with integrated phase separation. The pat-

terned microducts possess a biomimetic three-level

vascular structure including custom-made scalable 3D

framework, interconnected microducts and permeable

walls with controllable micropores (Lei et al. 2019).

However, the methods above do not recreate the whole

blood structure of an entire solid organ.

Further efforts for completely biomimicking a solid

organ was performed by Huling et al. (2019). They

developed a biomimetic renal vascular scaffold based

on a vascular corrosion casting technique. Vascular

corrosion casts were prepared from normal rat kidneys

by perfusion with polycaprolactone (PCL) solution,

followed by tissue digestion. The corrosion PCL cast

was coated with collagen, and PCL was removed from

within the collagen coating, leaving only a hollow

collagen-based biomimetic vascular scaffold. The

fabricated scaffolds were pre-vascularized with MS1

endothelial cells and subsequently implanted in the

renal cortex of nude rats. The implanted collagen-

based vascular scaffold was easily identified and

integrated into native kidney tissue after 14 implan-

tation days (Huling et al. 2019).

Other approaches based on decellularized animal

organs have been developed with the structures

present in the original organ in its entirety. Recently,

Agarwal et al. (2019) evaluate decellularized caprine

liver extracellular matrix (ECM)-based scaffolds for

pre-vascularized liver tissue engineering, the results

indicated a close similarity of the decellularized

matrix to the native liver in terms of its 3D-architec-

ture, mechanical characteristics and ECM composi-

tion. Moreover, a significantly higher expression of

mature and functional hepatocyte markers was also

observed in the decellularized caprine liver ECM as

compared to the 2D monolayer control and 2D

collagen scaffold. Besides, this 3D scaffolds showed

pro-angiogenic properties as confirmed by Chick

Chorioallantoic Membrane assay. Upon implantation

in a mouse model, the scaffolds did not elicit any

significant immunogenic responses (Agarwal et al.

2019). However, the use of human or animal organs

seems necessary, wherein the donor’s age and the

decellularization method may result in the loss of

utility of such biomaterials (Courtenay et al. 2017).

According to the above, microducts is a current hot

topic in the course for creating laboratory solid organs

to meet the demand worldwide as an alternative for

transplant. Consequently, in this study bacterial

nanocellulose (BNC) aims to biomimicry microduct

structures of a solid organ. BNC is an outstanding

biomaterial that has been explored for biomedical

applications, such as wound dressing, cartilage

replacement, artificial substitute for dural defection,

among others (Osorio et al. 2019a). In previous in vitro

and in vivo studies have shown that this biomaterial

can be used to generate three-dimensional microp-

orous structures that allow a high cell infiltrate (Osorio

et al. 2018; Osorio et al. 2019a, b). Therefore, this

study looks for the incorporation of microducts in 3D

BNC (BNC-3DM), using a corroded epoxy resin mold

from a pig kidney, which is needed for blood irrigation

to guarantee the success of the future implant or solid

organ. The biomaterials were morphologically, chem-

ically, thermally, and biologically characterized seek-

ing applications in soft tissue regenerative medicine

that to the knowledge of the authors has not been

reported previously for nanocellulose.

Materials and methods

Microduct development in BNC

Considering the low viscosity, the development of

microducts via biomimetics involved the use of epoxy

resin-plastinated molds, thereby facilitating resin

migration through the organ’s microducts, as well as

the copy of structures at the micrometric scale (von

Hagens 1979; Hagens et al. 1987). A porcine kidney

was selected as the model because of its similarities

with the human kidney and its previous use as an

animal model to study kidney failure (Giraud et al.

2011).

Themethodology for developing the biomaterials is

shown in Fig. 1. A fresh porcine kidney donated by a

local butcher’s shop was washed using plenty saline

solution and metal catheters to remove coagulated

blood. Further, Smooth-on� epoxy resin was prepared

by following the manufacturer’s guidelines in 10%

w/w methylethyl ketone. Then, 50 mL of the mix was

injected into the porcine kidney’s renal vein and

artery, which were then rapidly sealed with an

umbilical cord clamp to prevent resin backup. The
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resin was cured for 24 h at 4 �C (see Fig. 1a). Next,

the organ was corroded using a 40% w/w NaOH

solution for 48 h. Later, the resin pre-mold was

thoroughly washed with distilled water to obtain a

neutral pH and remove the NaOH. Finally, it was

frozen at - 80 �C and freeze-dried under 0.020 mBar

vacuum pressure and mixed with 0.5 g of paraffin

microspheres (PMS) (see Fig. 1b).

BNC was synthesized using the methodology of

Osorio et al. (2017), briefly, in a 12 well cell culture

plate, in which 1 mL of Hestrin–Schramm culture

media at pH ca. 3.6, inoculated with Komagataeibac-

ter medellinensis was added and incubated for 3 days

to generate the first BNC layer (Osorio et al. 2018) (see

Fig. 1c). Further, the positive resin epoxy mold and

0.5 g PMS of a diameter of 61.24 (12.04) lm were

placed. Every 3 days 200 lL of fresh growth medium

were added until the whole mold was covered with

BNC (see Fig. 1d). At the end of the fermentation, the

biomaterials were of 1 cm thickness.

To generate the microducts the epoxy resins should

be removed from BNC-3D, the resin microstructures

were removed using 4 M nitric acid solution at 85 �C
for 5 h, followed by washing with water at 80 �C until

the resin was completely removed. Subsequently, the

biomaterial was subjected to the PMS removal

process, as described by Osorio et al. (2018), briefly,

the samples were dehydrated using ethanol, then it was

subjected to cycles with xylol, ethanol and water (see

Fig. 1e). The detailed protocol can be reviewed in the

following reference (Osorio et al. 2018). The Fig. 1f

shows the final state of the biomaterials, a BNC 3D

structure with void spaces, representing microporosi-

ties and microducts.

Characterization of 3D BNC biomaterials

with microducts

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

SEMwas used to assess the morphology of the mold of

microducts and 3D biomaterials with and without

microducts (BNC-3D and BNC-3DM). The samples

were frozen at - 196 �C using liquid nitrogen and

freeze-dried to be subsequently coated with gold.

Samples were observed using a Jeol JSM 5910 LV

scanning electron microscope at 20 kV. To measure

blood vessel diameters, SEM images were calibrated

in ImageJ2� (Rueden et al. 2017) using the scale bar,

then the diameter was determined using line tools.

a b

c

d

e
f

Nitric acid/solvents

Fig. 1 Process for developing microducts in BNC-3D: a plas-

tination of a pig kidney using epoxy resin; b microducts and

microspheres mold; c production of a first BNC layer; d growing

of BNC in the molds; emold removing using nitric acid 4 M and

solvents; f final biomaterial
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Attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform-

infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)

ATR-FTIR was performed to examine the residual

presence of compounds used throughout the process,

such as paraffin and epoxy resin, as well as to detect

potential changes in the chemical and crystalline

structure of the BNC. Before the analysis, five samples

were gravimetrically oven-dried at 105 �C. Experi-
ments were conducted using an FTIR spectrometer

(Nicolet 6700 Series) equipped with the ATR acces-

sory, which comprises a Type IIA diamond crystal

mounted in tungsten carbide. The sampling area was

approximately 0.5 mm2; constant and reproducible

pressure was applied for each sample. The infrared

spectra were collected at a resolution of 4 cm-1 over

64 scans.

The content of allomorphisms Ia and Ib in BNC

was calculated using the correlation reported by Imai

and Sugiyama (1988), as a function of the area (A) of

the absorbance peaks at 710 cm-1 and 750 cm-1

bands according to Eq. 1. (Imai and Sugiyama 1998).

Areas were measured based on a standard spectra

using OmnicTM (Thermofisher) software and its

mathematical tools.

Ia ¼ A750

ðA750 þ 0:16A710Þ
ð1Þ

X-ray diffraction (XRD)

X-ray diffraction was conducted to analyse the effect

of the described methods on the BNC crystallinity.

Three oven-dried biomaterials per method were X-

rayed using an XPert PANalytical Empyrean II-

Alpha1 diffractometer operating at a Ka1/Ka2 ratio

of 0.5 with a radiation wavelength of 1.542 Å. Data

were collected in reflection mode in the 5–60� range
with a step of 0.026�. The scans preceded at 51.765 s

per step. The diffraction peaks were fitted using

pseudo-Voigt and Gaussian functions. The crys-

tallinity index (Cr.I) was calculated according to

Molina-Ramirez et al. (2017) as the percentage of the

area of all crystalline peaks to the total area (Molina-

Ramirez et al. 2017). The d-spacing (d) between the

crystal planes was determined using Bragg’s law

expressed by Eq. (2):

d ¼ k
2sinh

ð2Þ

where h is the angle between the plane and the

diffracted or incident beam and k is the wavelength of

the X-rays. An apparent crystal size (ACS) approxi-

mation was calculated using Scherrer’s formula

(Eq. (3)):

ACS ¼ 0:9k
FWHMcosh

ð3Þ

where the FWHM is the width of the peak at half of the

maximum height, h is the Bragg’s angle, and k is the

wavelength of the X-rays. Three samples of BNC-3D

and BNC-3DM were used for the analysis.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

Potential changes in the thermal properties of 3D

biomaterials during processing were assessed using a

thermogravimetric analyzer (Mettler Toledo TGA/

SDTA 851E). Further, 8 mg of dry sample with and

without microducts was weighed; the assay was

conducted in a nitrogen atmosphere, within a temper-

ature range between 30 and 800 �C, with a heating rate
of 10 �C min-1.

XTT cell viability assay

A total of 25,000 viable fibroblasts were inoculated in

a 12-well culture box containing each 3D BNC

biomaterial (with and without microducts). Cells were

incubated for 8 days with 10% SBF-DMEM supple-

mented by 1% penicillin–streptomycin. Then, mate-

rials were extracted and placed in a new box with 50

lL of activated XTT and 500 lL of culture medium.

Samples were incubated for 3 h at 37 �C in a 5% CO2

atmosphere. At the end of this period, 100 lL of the

sample was transferred to a 96-well plate and

absorbance was recorded at 485 nm (reading) and

690 nm (reference) using a Fluostar Optima multi-

mode microplate reader. Finally, to estimate cell

viability, the reference value was subtracted from the

reading value. The experiment was performed at 5

different moments.
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Confocal microscopy

Confocal microscopy was used to visualize the cells

adhered to BNC-3D and BNC-3DM biomaterials.

After 8 days of culture, fibroblasts were fixed using

3.7% v/v formaldehyde for 30 min. They were then

washed with PBS, and the cell membrane was

removed using 0.01% v/v Triton X-100. Cells were

blocked with a 5% v/v solution of BSA for 30 min and

marked for fibronectin with Rabbit anti-fibronectin

(first antibody) to mark the cell’s cytoskeleton. Next,

the cells in the biomaterial were washed with 1% v/v

BSA and PBS and then marked using RedX Donkey

anti-Rabbit IgG and DAPI (secondary antibody). The

excess dye is removed by successive washes with 1%

v/v BSA and PBS. Cells were visualized with a Leica

TCS SP2 confocal microscope at an excitation wave-

length of 573 nm and 358 nm for fibronectin and the

core, respectively. Images were collected, forming a

z-stack through a depth up to 245 lm in the bioma-

terial. Core and fibronectin images were individually

taken and later combined using ImageJ2� (Rueden

et al. 2017).

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was conducted to determine sig-

nificant differences. One-way ANOVA was used for

crystallinity and cell viability assays. All experimental

data met the homoscedasticity and normality assump-

tions. A p value\ 0.05 was considered statistically

significant. Standard deviations are shown in brackets

next to the average of the variable.

Results

Biomimetics of microducts in 3D BNC

biomaterials

Figure 2 shows a photograph of the microducts of a

porcine kidney plastinated in epoxy resin. The resin

imitated the organ’s external (see Fig. 2a) and internal

(see Fig. 2b) fibril structures, which are connected to

the blood vessels of the renal cortex (Gueutin et al.

2012). The renal vein and artery can also be observed,

as indicated by arrows in Fig. 2b.

Figure 3 shows in further detail these microducts.

They possess a high size distribution, with diameters

above 500 lm in the renal artery or vein. Diameters

below 10 lm were found for the glomeruli and their

afferent and efferent arterioles. However, by the

diameter distribution (Fig. 3a), over 60% of them

range from 10 to 100 lm, with an average of 43.0

(23.5) lm. This corresponds to the segmentation of

renal arteries and veins into interglobular vessels,

which are smaller in diameter and greater in number

(Fig. 3c, d, and e). Furthermore, it was observed in the

vessel surface (Fig. 3b) that the epoxy resin was able

to biomimicry the roughness and grooves of the blood

epithelia (Gueutin et al. 2012; Levey et al. 2005).

The above results make it possible to assert that the

plastination method is highly accurate because it

allowed the biomimetic of the anatomy of the kidney’s

blood vessels and arterioles.

After checking that the mold had the appropriate

microstructure, it was used to produce microducts in

the 3D BNC biomaterial. Figure 4 shows the micro-

graphs of the biomaterial after BNC synthesis. It can

be observed that K. medellinensis is able of producing

BNC in the free spaces left by the epoxy resin and

PMS (see Fig. 4a), thus generating a biomaterial with

3D structures and microducts (BNC-3DM).

Figure 4b–e show different images of the BNC-

3DM after the epoxy resin and paraffin removal

process. In this figure, microducts and microporosities

can be observed (indicated by arrows and triangles,

respectively) in the biomaterial. It can be noted that

microporosities are connected by microducts, which

would make cell and nutrient migration toward the

core of the biomaterial easier. Further, this would

facilitate tissue development, in the first instance, and

fluid distribution (blood) within the biomaterial, in the

second instance, to provide cells with nutrients and

allow the removal of waste products (Murphy and

Atala 2014; Góra et al. 2016).

As explained previously, the process to remove the

epoxy resin fromBNC-3DM demands the use of a 4 M

nitric acid solution and this can induce negative effect

on the BNC microstructure (morphology and crys-

tallinity), chemistry or thermal properties. Conse-

quently, BNC-3D and BNC-3DM were investigated

using SEM, FTIR and TGA to address possible

changes in the BNC properties. Figure 5 shows

images at high-magnification SEM to whether or not

the nitric acid process generates changes in the BNC

nanoribbons.
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Figure 5 shows that the interconnected network of

BNC nanoribbons is preserved after treatment with

nitric acid; in both cases, a network of randomly

arranged nanoribbons was observed, with a porosity

between ribbons of around 1 lm (Feldmann et al.

2013; Gama et al. 2013). This network is highly

important to preserve the biomaterial mechanical

properties. In biomedicine, it has been widely argued

that this microstructure imitates the collagen network

of the extracellular matrix (Gama et al. 2013; Iguchi

et al. 2000); therefore, it needs to be preserved to avoid

affecting the biomaterials’ biological properties. The

following section discusses the effect of this process

on the BNC chemical and crystalline structure.

a b

Fig. 2 Plastinated porcine kidney: a Macroscopic photograph of the outer part of the kidney. b Macroscopic photograph of the inner

part of the kidney. The images represent a width of 10 cm

Fig. 3 Distribution of the diameters of microducts and SEM

images at different magnification levels. a Diameter distribu-

tion. SEM images. b 35x, the scale represents 500 lm; c 9100,

the scale represents 100 lm; d 940, the scale represents

500 lm; e 9400, the scale bar represents 50 lm
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Chemical and crystallinity analysis of BNC-3D

and BNC-3DM

FT-IR and XRD was performed to find changes in the

biomaterials’ chemical and crystalline structure. The

results are shown in Fig. 6.

In accordance with Fig. 6a, neither NO2 groups

(associated to possible surface modifications of cellu-

lose to nitrocellulose due to reaction with nitric acid)

related to vibrational bands at 1573 and 1383 cm-1

(Su et al. 2015; de la Ossa et al. 2012), nor groups

concerning epoxy resin (vibrations at 1613, 1500, or

818 cm-1) (Li et al. 2015) were identified in the

spectrum of 3D Micro-BNC biomaterials. The study

also found no evidence of vibrations from paraffinic

hydrocarbons (sharp peaks at 2917, 2849, 1463, and

719 cm-1) (Wang et al. 2010). The spectra obtained

both for the 3DMicro-BNC and 3D BNC biomaterials

are dominated by type-I cellulose vibrational peaks

(Chiaoprakobkij et al. 2011; Yan et al. 2008; Shi et al.

2012; Kim et al. 2011; Castro et al. 2012), i.e.,

vibrations around 3348 cm-1 were attributed to the

stretching of the OH group. In addition, absorption

bands at 2894, 1428, and 1062 cm-1 were attributed to

the stretching of groups C–H of –CH2, the symmet-

rical bending of –CH2 group, and the vibrations of the

C–O–C groups of pyranose rings, respectively (Amin

et al. 2014). Other bands at 1374 cm-1, 1337 cm-1,

and 1315 cm-1 were attributed to bending of the C–H

groups, plane bending of the O–H group, and bending

of the CH2 group, indicating the presence of crys-

talline regions within the BNC structure (Castro et al.

e

a b c

d

Fig. 4 PMS and microducts premold and BNC-3D with

microporosities and microducts. a SEM of the PMS (arrowhead)

and microducts premold (arrow) at 950, the scale represents

500 lm; b–e Microstructure of BNC-3DM biomaterials with

microporosities (arrowhead) and microducts (arrows). SEM

images taken at 9200; the scale length is 100 lm

Fig. 5 High-magnification BNC nanorribbons; a 3D BNC image taken at 910,000; the scale length represents 1 lm; b BNC-3DM

image taken at 910,000; the scale bar represents 1 lm
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2012). The 750 and 710 cm-1 bands (see Fig. 5b) are

associated with the presence of crystalline allomor-

phisms Ia and Ib. In both biomaterials, regions, rich in

Ia cellulose, were found with a rate of 0.879 (0.030),

similar to the findings by other authors regarding BNC

(Castro et al. 2011).

Finally, the crystallinity percentage, d-spacing and

the apparent crystal size (ACS) were calculated using

X-ray diffraction, the analysis is shown in the Fig. 7.

d-spacing and apparent crystal size (ACS) are pre-

sented in Table 1.

This study showed that for BNC-3DM biomaterial,

(compared with BNC-3D biomaterial), treatments

using nitric acid resulted in no changes in the BNC

crystallinity or crystal size dimension. The above-

mentioned behavior was attributed to the treatment

with 4 M nitric acid, which was not strong enough to

depolymerizes or erode the crystalline or amorphous

regions of BNC. These results are in agreement with

Huntley et al. (2015), in which they found that to affect

the cellulose crystallinity with nitric acid, the concen-

tration should be above 5 M (32% w/v) (Huntley et al.

2015). Moreover, it is not aggressive enough to

Fig. 6 BNC chemical and crystallinity analysis. a ATR-FTIR spectra; b approach to the area between 780 and 680 cm-1 of the ATR-

FTIR spectra

Fig. 7 X-ray difractogram of the biomaterials, a BNC-3D and b BNC-3DM
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destroy the BNC nanoribbons morphology (as

observed in Fig. 5) and it was effective to remove

the epoxy resin. Comparing the crystalline parameters

presented in the Table 1. with those where was used

the same BNC sources (BNC produced by Koma-

gataeibacter medellinensis) reported in the literature,

there were no differences in the % crystallinity, ACS

nor d-spacing, meaning that the process of creating

microporosities and microducts has no negative influ-

ence in the BNC crystallinity (Osorio et al. 2018).

Thermal analysis of 3D BNC biomaterials

with microducts

Finally, to investigate possible changes in the BNC

thermal properties by nitric acid treatment. TGA

analysis was conducted. Figure 8 shows the TGA and

DTG curves for the 3D BNC and 3D Micro-BNC

biomaterials.

The above figure shows that the biomaterial keeps

its natural thermal stability after its treatment with

nitric acid to remove the epoxy resin. Both biomate-

rials performed an onset decomposition temperature

of 280 8C and amaximum decomposition rate of 2.5E-

03%/min. As a consequence of no change of the

chemical nor crystalline structure of BNC, the thermal

properties of BNC remained unchanged (George et al.

2011; Isogai 2013).

Cell studies in 3D micro-BNC

To conclude this first approach to the development of

microducts in 3D BNC, cell viability in 3D Micro-

BNC biomaterials was assessed (Fig. 9).

According to Fig. 9, the epoxy resin removal

process of microducts has no negative influence on

cell viability. After 8 days of culture, cells exhibit

cellular respiration and are able of reducing tetra-

zolium salts to formazan. Furthermore, no statistically

significant differences were found regarding viability

between BNC-3D and BNC-3DM. Both biomaterials

supported cellular adhesion (see Fig. 9b and c). This

confirms that after removing the paraffin and epoxy

resin, no toxic components that may have prevented

adhesion or generated cell damage in BNC remains.

On the other hand, the material now possesses the

Table 1 X-ray parameters

size of biomaterials BNC-

3D and BNC-3DM

Crystalline plane X-ray parameter BNC-3D BNC-3DM

% crystallinity 96.50 (1.03) 97.16 (2.10)

100 d (nm) 0.31 (0.00) 0.30 (0.00)

ACS 5.33 (0.17) 5.14 (0.77)

010 d (nm) 0.26 (0.00) 0.26 (0.00)

ACS 5.99 (0.80) 6.41 (2.56)

101 d (nm) 0.20 (0.00) 0.20 (0.00)

ACS 6.09 (0.05) 6.07 (1.25)

Fig. 8 Thermogravimetric analysis of biomaterials; a TGA and DTG curves for BNC-3D, TGA, and b DTG curves for BNC-3DM
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microducts that allow tissue regeneration, in which the

presence of them will allow the transport of blood with

nutrients and oxygen to prevent apoptosis or necrosis

in the implanted tissue (Rouwkema et al. 2008).

To specify the presence of microducts in the

biomaterial, multiple fields were explored, in which

it was possible to detail the cellular morphology

surrounding them (Fig. 10).

Cells were aligned in the microducts’ walls and

capable of proliferating throughout their length

(Fig. 10c). Likewise, it could be observed that cells

homogeneously coated the microduct’s walls without

losing their cellular morphology. This could be highly

significant for the design and regeneration of capillary

vessels in solid organs, where smooth muscle cells

regenerating the organ’s blood vessels could be

cultivated over the first fibroblast support layer

(Acosta Gómez 2006).

Discussion

Currently, the development of microducts in bioma-

terials for tissue regeneration is one of the challenges

faced by scientists who seek to imitate the structures of

human organs and tissues, the lack of a viable vascular

network is limiting the application of 3D scaffolds or

constructs in clinical practice (Gershlak et al. 2017).

The morphology of the solid organ microducts is

complex, has no symmetry axes, is highly branched,

and has diameter dispersion from centimeters up to

several microns (Gao 2017). The complexity of these

systems results in the failure of rapid prototyping

techniques (such as 3D printing) because they do not

have the appropriate resolution to imitate the branches

of lower diameter, such as capillary vessels (Do et al.

2015), ending in structures dimensionally simple

formed by geometric arrangements, such as square-

based pyramidal constructions (Yeong et al. 2010).

These are far from the structures actually found in the

human body.

Conversely, organ and tissue plastination are tech-

niques that have allowed the imitation of animal

structures with a high degree of reliability (Hagens

et al. 1987). However, their use has been set aside for

educational purposes. This study proposes the use of

this technique to biomimicry the structures of animal

organ microducts, similar to human ones, to subse-

quently perform biomimetics using BNC. Despite the

plastination potential, these techniques are rarely

reported because many scientists do not consider it

as a science (Kc et al. 2007). However, in this study,

the imitation of the blood vessels morphology,

including large renal arteries and veins and nephron

arterioles with diameters of around 10 lm, was

achieved through the use of low viscosity epoxy resin,

and on the basis of the results of this study (as shown in

Figs. 2 and 3). Furthermore, the fermentation process

was adapted to reproduce a 3D bioprinting, in which,

can be reproduced the better conditions to prevent

BNC delamination (Osorio et al. 2018), just 200 lL
were used every 3 days for promoting a denser and

compact BNC production as the low volume will keep

the new bacterium generation closer to maintain the

BNC ribbons interconnection. Likewise, at the 3rd day

the strain is in its exponential growth (Molina-

Ramirez et al. 2017), allowing a rapid population of

the added volume. Accordingly, this technique was

Fig. 9 Cell studies conducted on 3D BNC and 3D Micro-BNC biomaterials; a XTT viability assay; b cells in 3D BNC (150 lm in

depth); image width represents 375 lm; c cells in 3D Micro-BNC (150 lm in depth); image width represents 375 lm
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considered appropriate to imitate the structures of

solid organs’ microducts to biomimicry that morphol-

ogy in BNC, which is novel for this biomaterial.

The next challenge was faced during the removal of

epoxy resin from BNC to leave the microducts behind.

Epoxy resin is a thermosetting polymer of high

chemical and thermal stabilitty (Li et al. 2015;

Davoodi et al. 2012); therefore, the problem of

removing resin without negatively affecting BNC’s

properties arose. However, it was found that epoxy

resin may depolymerize with the help of concentrated

nitric acid solution (4 M), which breaks the resin

chains at carbon among the bisphenol groups (Dang

et al. 2002, 2005). However, this treatment may also

result in the nitration of lateral groups in BNC

(producing nitrocellulose), depolymerization the

BNC chains, or amorphization the biomaterial (Cui

et al. 2014; Su et al. 2015), which would lead to

changes in the chemical, crystalline, and

morphological structure of BNC that would reduce

its applicability in regenerative medicine.

Morphologically, after the nitric acid process, there

were no changes either in the diameters of nanorib-

bons or network configuration. In contrast, the resin

could be completely removed, exhibiting the tubular

structures of microducts in the biomaterial. The

chemical analysis did not show the presence of nitro

groups bands in BNC-3DM biomaterials, which would

allow to assert that under these conditions, nitric acid

reacts easier with the epoxy resin rather than with

BNC. The chemical structure of the epoxy resin has

two attracting electron effects resulting from the

presence of bisphenol groups in its chains, facilitating

the nitric acid attack and subsequent chain breakdown

(McMurry 2004). BNC does not have groups produc-

ing such effects; thus, a stronger acid catalyst would be

required to start the reaction of the nitric acid with

BNC (Sullivan et al. 2018). The above was

Fig. 10 Detailed microducts in 3D Micro-BNC; a–d images taken at 963; image width represents 375 lm
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demonstrated here using SEM, FTIR, XRD and TGA,

these techniques confirmed that morphology, the

chemical structure, the crystallinity and the thermal

properties of BNC were unchanged.

Finally, to validate the methodology of developing

microducts in BNC the biomaterial was seeded with

25,000 fibroblasts for 8 days fibroblasts. It was found

that BNC-3DM allows cell adhesion and spreading

without causing cell apoptosis. Supplementary infor-

mation (S.I.1) shows a video of z-stack of confocal

images, the images were taken from the surface of the

biomaterial up to 245.7 lm of depth with a step of

6.3 lm. In the video can be seen the infiltration of the

cells in the biomaterial and how the cells, at 8th culture

time, adheres the microduct walls, imitating their

shape, and then to the microporous without losing their

cell morphology.

The above results indicate the feasibility of design-

ing microducts in BNC biomaterials using a biomi-

metic approach throughout BNC biosynthesis using a

corroded epoxy resin mold from a pig kidney. These

novel microducts can be used for transporting fluids

from and into BNC. This is a first step in the

biomimetics of microducts in solid organs based on

equivalent animal organs, for future applications in

soft regenerative medicine of solid organs.

Conclusions

In this paper, a biomimetic methodology for designing

microducts in BNC-3D was developed. The approach

used a plastinated microducts from an animal equiv-

alent. Moreover, this paper proposes a new method to

remove epoxy resin from BNC that does not affect the

BNC properties, which are crucial for biomedical

applications. The BNC-3DM biomaterials showed

microducts at low magnifications, and at high magni-

fications no changes were observed in the biomaterial

nanoribbons network. Furthermore, there were no

changes in the BNC functional groups, crystallinity

and onset temperature. Regarding cell behavior, cell

viability was not affected by the microducts. More-

over, it could be proven that cells adhere to the surface

of microducts, imitating their shape throughout their

length. To implement the use of these biomaterials in

future kidney transplants, further studies are needed to

focus on cultivating endothelial cells in these bioma-

terials and conducting an in-depth analysis on the

nephron filtration process and the way to biomimicry

this process using BNC.
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